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Get a grinded tool at a competitive price. Gruber offers conventional tools at just as 
conventional prices.

 � HiGH PeRFoRManCe
A High Performance tool from Gruber ensures you high performance 
production. We guarantee both an extremely high tool life and 
high production rates.

 � sPeCialized MaCHineRy
Rubber assembly machine, punch-thread machine or something
else entirely: Gruber develops advanced machine solutions that
fulfil the precise need for your production.

 � PaCkaGinG tools
Regardless of whether you manufacture tins for the food,
medical or the paint and adhesive industry, you are assured an 
efficient production with a specially adapted tool from Gruber.

 � CentRiFuGal FeedeRs 
A centrifugal feeder from Gruber ensures that your components
are sorted and oriented quickly and correctly before they are
used in your automated assembly line.

 � seRviCe 
Avoid expensive production stoppages due to failing tool parts. 
A service agreement from Gruber guarantees your tools will be 
maintained so they are always ready to use.
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Call CEO Poul Bek

 +45 2687 2200

Call CTO Jens P. Hansen 

+45 6170 2300

gruBEr
We make sure your production runs efficiently

Nothing is left to chance at Gruber. 
To ensure accuracy we produce your tool 
in a 1500 m2 modern, air-conditioned 
manufacturing environment.

Gruber produces customized tools and machinery 
for manufacturing specialists.  

40 years of passion
For four decades, the passion for precision has 
been the watchword for Gruber’s development, 
manufacture and delivery of tools and machines. 
Many of our processes are absolutely unique, but 
so are our customers.

In close dialogue
Gruber develops our unique tools and machines in 
close and trustworthy dialogue with you from the 
idea phase to the finished product. 
Our tool engineers devise the most efficient and 
cost-effective solution and our skilled employees 
in the tool shop ensure that your tool is durable 
and accurate.


